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Hello! I'm Dr. Jackie.
As a relationship expert, marriage educator and board-certified coach to
couples, I have had the privilege of working with countless couples to
strengthen their relationships for more than three decades. While each
couple has their unique set of experiences, strengths, and challenges, there
are universal dynamics and goals shared by all couples.
Whether you are young lovers racing toward the next step in your
relationship or a mature couple who has shared many decades together in a
loving marriage (or anywhere in between!), there are simple and meaningful
actions you can take daily to keep the spark alive and enhance intimacy in
your relationship.
In fact, if you take just one of these actions now, you will notice an
immediate boost in closeness and romance (so I suggest you get started
right away)!
To get the most out of this romance checklist, print out Pages 3 & 4,
so you can be reminded daily of how you can take small, simple
actions to enhance intimacy in your relationship.
I’m delighted to share these proven actions with you. Think of me as your
partner in your success co-creating an extraordinary relationship.
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DAILY ROMANCE CHECKLIST

1

Create Moments of Physical Connection Daily
Intentionally, take a moment to physically connect with your partner several
times every day. Physically connecting for just a single moment will make a
noticeable difference. These are really just moments!
For example, give your partner a big bear hug; a love pat or quick, light rub on
their shoulder or upper arm; gently hold their hands in yours; a soft kiss on
their forehead or on the top of their head, as you walk through the room.
You’ve got this!

ACTION: In the next 24-hours create several moments of physical connection with your
partner. Be creative. Have fun with this. You are creating moments of joy for yourself and
your partner!

2

Find a Daily Ritual to Do Together

These are ordinary, everyday things you and your partner already do in
your daily lives, with a slight spin. The spin is that now, you will do it
together. Now, you are intentionally doing something together for a few
minutes, every day.
For example, have coffee together (bring your partner coffee or meet on
the back porch with your coffees); walk the dog even if the dog doesn’t
need another walk. If someone cooks and the other cleans up, sit with
your partner while they cook or clean up instead of going off to do your
own thing.

ACTION: In the next 24-hours do one thing with your partner that you don’t usually do together.
Avoid watching TV and movies, and NO problem solving conversations permitted. This is a
time, without any distractions (devices), to simply BE together and chat for a little while.
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3

Let Your Partner Know They Matter to You Daily
You want to send the unmistakable message that you see your partner and
they matter to you. A surefire way to accomplish that is to specifically ask,
“What can I do or say now to remind you how much you matter to me?” You
might say, “Thank you for everything you do to take care of us.” You can greet
them with enthusiasm and excitement when they get home or join you in
family space after their last Zoom call.

ACTION: In the next 24-hours take one of these actions: (1) Ask, “What can I do or say now
to remind you how much you matter to me?” (2) Say, “Thank you for everything you do to
take care of us.” (3) Greet them with enthusiasm and excitement.

4

Surprise Your Partner Daily
Thoughtful, sweet little things out of nowhere and for no
reason at all will make a gigantic, positive impact on your
partner, and on your closeness. Small acts of kindness and
generosity increase partner satisfaction exponentially!
Tell her you are going to make breakfast for the kids so she
can sleep in. Do a chore for your partner that is typically
“their chore.” Put a special note in their wallet, car, gym bag, or purse. Take the kids
on an outing and give your partner some alone time. Bring home flowers, their
favorite ice cream or favorite takeout food for no reason. You get the idea.

ACTION: In the next 24-hours take one of the actions I suggested above, or take a different
action; one that will completely surprise and delight them, and be especially meaningful
and personal. What matters is that you take one action!

5

Don’t Do It Alone
Most successful couples don’t try to figure it out alone. They get support from
an objective third party who is specifically trained and experienced to guide
them to the extraordinary relationship that is possible. A relationship
professional can support you so that the small things don’t become big
problems, and the big problems don’t become catastrophic.

ACTION: When challenges arise in your relationship that are stubborn and are not resolved
quickly and easily (and there will be because it is completely normal to have these kinds of
challenges, misunderstandings and hurt feelings, even in good relationships), don’t try to
figure it out alone. Get professional support so your relationship stays happy and strong.
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THE REAL SECRET
BEHIND A WINNING RELATIONSHIP
For many couples, getting into the habit of making moments of physical
connection, finding a daily ritual to do together, letting your partner know
they matter to you and surprising each other, lead to feeling like you are on
vacation together, even on an ordinary Wednesday.
There is a secret to a long and deeply satisfying relationship,
a winning relationship.
Your winning relationship is never just about you. Your
winning relationship is never just about your partner.
The success of your winning relationship is dependent on
your deliberate intention and attention to: You + Your
Partner + Your Relationship.

Another way to express this is:
YOU + ME = WE
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YOU ME WE PRINCIPLE
One of the main reasons relationships struggle
and fail is because partners are not making the
YOU ME WE Principle the primary operating
system in their relationship, or they are not
using this Principle consistently.
When partners understand and embrace the
YOU ME WE Principle, and ensure that their
choices and actions are in alignment with it, the
outcome is always a winning relationship.

The way you put this into practice with each other is to ask yourself and each other these
3 questions:
1. Is this choice/action Self-esteeming and Self-affirming?
2. Is this choice/action Partner-esteeming and Partner-affirming?
3. Is this choice/action Relationship-esteeming and Relationship-affirming?

If you can answer a resounding YES! to
all three questions, then you have a
WIN. WIN. WIN!
I Win. YOU Win. WE Win.

That is a winning
relationship at it best!
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BEWARE OF THE WARNING SIGNS
Couples who have a winning relationship no longer ignore
what isn’t working, hoping that it will simply go away.
Beware of the warning signs. Not unlike the warning lights on the dashboard of your car, the
little (or big) things that irritate you, upset you or hurt your feelings are vital messengers alerting
you to stop ignoring something.
Not later. Not tomorrow. Not when you have some time. You, your partner and your
relationship need your attention, NOW!
Another reason many couples struggle and fail is because partners won’t or don’t know how to
manage through difficult and challenging times; or they have quietly slipped into becoming
good friends and companions; and are no longer lovers.
Both these scenarios often lead to partners being at risk for affairs or divorce; and at the very
least, feeling lonely, disillusioned and disappointed with themselves, their partners and their
relationships.
You might be in a more dire place than just needing to increase your closeness and romance.
The good news is that the way you want your love-life to be is possible.

It is possible
To have an extraordinary relationship and be lovers again, just like you were when you first met.
To feel passionately loved and excited about each other even if you have drifted pretty far apart.
To feel safe, secure and adored no matter how long you have felt disconnected.
Don’t wait to make your relationship extraordinary. Let’s get on the phone and get you
started on the path to being lovers again. We can figure this out, together.
Schedule your Let’s Figure This Out Conversation, today. Space is always limited.
Click on the button below to book your call, immediately.

>> Yes! Let’s Talk, Dr. Jackie.

One conversation can change your marriage forever.
This one might be the one.
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